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portant [Wilhelms, 1983]. Nubium and Tranquillitatis lie just
within, and Fecunditatis just outside, the third ring of the
Procellarum basin [Whitaker, 1981] and are thus within a
radial range where significantthermal effectscan be expected
[Bratt et al., 1981]. As noted earlier, the Procellarum basin
may have contributed to the generally lower elevationsand

inferred beneath the Apollo 12 and 14 landing sitesfrom seismic observations.

The basin structural models are characterized by thinned
crust and an elevatedMoho beneath the central basin regions,
compared to surrounding areas, presumably the preservedeffectsof basin excavationand mantle uplift during collapseof
thinner crust on the central nearside than elsewhere on the
the transientcavity. Orientale exhibits over 60 km of apparent
moon. That the Procellarum basin did not itself experience mantle uplift, while the Moho relief beneath Serenitatis,Criscompleteviscousrelaxationof surfaceand Moho topography ium, Humorurn, Nectaris, and Smythii is about 30 km. The
may be ascribed to the insensitivityof the controlling time three oldest basins included in this study, Nubium, Fecundiconstantto spatial scale[Solomonet al., 1982] and perhapsas tatis, and Tranquillitatis, display only a modest (• 10 km)
well to the constraints on lateral flow imposed by spherical amount of preservedMoho relief.
geometrywhen the basindiameterapproachesthe diameterof
The general decreasein the amount of preserved mantle
the moon.
uplift with increasingbasin age is attributed primarily to enNonmare volcanism. An additional modification process hanced rates of lateral flow of crustal material early in lunar
that can act to reduce basin relief and that would be enhanced
history when crustal temperatureswere relatively high and the
by higher temperaturesis nonmare volcanism,i.e., deposition elastic lithosphere comparatively thin. Nonmare volcanic acof nonmare basalts with a density similar to the typical den- tivity may also have contributedto the greaterextent of modisity of the crust and therefore not resolvable from gravity fication of older basins.The relaxed topographic and Moho
anomalies.The volumetric significanceof nonmare volcanism relief for older basins on the central nearside,in particular,
for lunar crustal evolution in general and for old lunar basins may be at least partly a consequenceof the extensivecrustal
in particular is not well known. To the extent that the crust,as and subcrustalheating associatedwith the formation of the
opposedto the upper mantle, is the sourceof magmasfor this large Procellarum basin.
volcanic activity, this process involves lateral transport of
If we make the assumptionthat the preimpact crustal thickcrustal material to fill the basin depressionand is not readily nessbeneath the basin region was similar to the presentthickdistinguishablefrom ductile flow (Figure 12). If temperatures nessbeneath surrounding regions,then the sum of the volume
exceed the solidus in crustal material adjacent to a newly of uplifted mantle, the volume of mare basalt fill, and the
formed basin, in fact, the effective viscosity might be suf- volume of the topographic basin provides a lower bound to
ficiently low so that bulk flow would dominate magma trans- the volume of crustal material ejected beyond the basin rim
port as a mechanismfor reducingrelief.
during basin formation. This bound may be similar to the true
Mare volcanism. The source regions of mare basalt ejectedvolume for the youngestbasinsformed when the elasmagmasare thought to lie at depthsin excessof 100 km [e.g., tic lithosphere may have been significant in thicknessand
Wyllie et al., 1981]. At such depths the depositionof kinetic when any modification subsequentto cavity collapse may
energy as heat, the release of hydrostatic pressure,and the have been relatively minor. On this basis, we estimate the
uplift of mantle isothermsduring basinformation [Bratt et al., volume of crustal material ejected from basins the size of
1981] are likely to have had only a small effect on magma Orientale to be of the order of 107 km 3.
The thickness of nonmare crustal material beneath the cengenesisand then only if the impact was very large [Hubbard
and Andre, 1983] and the ambient temperature was already tral regionsof the six youngestbasinsconsideredin this study
near the solidus.That the thicknessof mare basaltsappearsto is remarkably uniform (20-30 km) despitelarge differencesin
be less within the older basins (Nubium, Fecunditatis, Tranbasin size and in the preimpact thicknessof the crust. These
quillitatis) than nearby youngerbasins(Figure 8) suggeststhat resultssuggestthe hypothesisthat basin excavationextended
mare volcanismprobably has not contributedsubstantiallyto in depth at least to the lowermostcrustfor theseimpactsand
the age dependenceof preservedbasin structure.
that significantdeepeningof cavity excavationfor the largest
Of the basin modification processesconsideredabove,later- basins was most likely impeded by an abrupt increase in
al flow of lunar crustal material, perhaps augmented by non- strengthat the crust-mantleboundary. The preservedlayer of
mare volcanism,is the most likely explanation of the general nonmare crust beneath the basin centers,by this view, may be
decreaseof preservedmantle uplift with increasingbasin age. somecombinationof fallback and crustalmaterial transported
Becauseboth of these processesinvolve the radially inward laterally during cavity collapse.
movement of crustal material, the two are difficult to separate
The structural models describedin this paper provide imon the basisof gravity and topographicdata alone. The poor portant constraints on the thermal budget of the basindegree of preservation of relief of the older basins on the forming processand on the subsequentthermal and tectonic
central nearsidemay be a consequenceof both the generally evolution of the basin region [Bratt et al., 1981]. While these
high temperaturesin the early lunar crust and the extensive modelsare of necessitysimple,they provide a basisfor testing
additional crustal and subcrustalheating associatedwith the the ideas presentedhere with data of higher spatial resolution
formation of the ancient Procellarum
basin.
in individual basin regionson the moon and the other terrestrial planets.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presentedmodelsfor the crustal and upper mantle
structure beneath major impact basins on the nearside of the
moon.

The models

are derived

from an inversion

of nearside

gravity and topography, subject to the assumptionsthat premare topography was isostatically compensatedby an Airy

mechanismand that compensationof mare basalt units may
be neglected.An additional constraint is the crustal thickness
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